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Abstract

Although the importance of recording design rationale has been recognized,
it has not been widely accepted in practice. Major reasons hindering the accep-
tance of such practice are: 1) the cost associated with capturing design rationale,
2) failure to perceive the direct benefits of describing design rationale, and 3) the
difficulty of utilizing captured design rationale. This study aims to overcome the
capture bottleneck of design rationale by employing computable design rationale
representation. In this paper, we propose a computational model of design ra-
tionale based on a formal argumentation framework, and report an experiment of
describing a design rationale in NHL knowledge representation language and ap-
plying the argument generation functionality of the legal reasoning system New
HELIC-II.

1 Introduction

Today’s society relies heavily on various large complex systems. In order to design,
construct, and operate such systems efficiently and reliably, those who engage in such
activities should share their knowledge about the systems. An important aspect that
should be incorporated when one is engaged in activities related to large complex sys-
tems isdesign rationale.

Design rationale is the theoretical basis or designer’s intention behind the design
decisions of a system. Not only is it useful for system designers to understand the
designs used by others, but it is also important for those who engage in the phases that
come after design (i.e., construction, test, and operation) to gain a better understanding
of the system they are dealing with.

Although the importance of recording design rationale has been recognized, it has
not been widely accepted in practice. Major factors hindering the acceptance of such a
practice are: 1) the high cost of recording design rationales, 2) failure to perceive the
benefits of recording design rationale, and 3) the difficulty of utilizing recorded design
rationale. With regard to the first factor, a tremendous cost is reportedly associated
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with formally capturing design rationale. [5, 13, 4] This difficulty belongs to the same
class of problems as the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition for expert systems, or the
capture bottleneck in knowledge management. [10]

The purpose of this study is to overcome the capture bottleneck of design ratio-
nale by providing to the user a perceivable benefit for describing design rationale. In
particular, we propose a computational model of design rationale based on a formal ar-
gumentation framework, and provide reasoning services based on the proposed model.
This paper presents the proposed model and reports a preliminary experiment in which
a simple design rationale based on the proposed model was written in NHL knowledge
representation language [11], to which the argument generation capability of the New
HELIC-II legal reasoning system was applied.

2 Argumentation Framework

This section presents an overview of the argumentation framework employed in this
study. We review the argumentation framework presented in [12], which is also em-
ployed by the legal reasoning system New HELIC-II, discussed later in this paper.

A rule takes the following form:

n : p0 ← p1 ∧ ... ∧ pn (1)

wheren is the rule name, and eachpi is a literal. Literals are either in the form ofq or
¬q, whereq is an atom, and¬ is a classical negation.

Rule namen is a label forr(X1, ..., Xn); r is a functional symbol; andX1, ..., Xn

indicate variables in a rule. By assigning termst1, ..., tn to variablesX1, ..., Xn, names
for all the rule instances can be obtained.

A preference relation can be defined between rules.n2 Â n1 indicates that rule
n2 is preferred to rulen1. RelationÂ is transitive and antisymmetric (a strict partial
order).

Definition 1 We say that A is anargumentfor p, if A is a set of rules such that A
is consistent andp ∈ E(A), whereE(A) denotes the extension of A, or the set of
statements derivable from A.

Definition 2 We say that an argument B for q is acounterargumentto an argument A
iff A includes a sub-argumentA1 for q̄, whereq̄ denotes the complement ofq.

Definition 3 An argument A is defeated iff a sub-argumentAi ⊂ A is directly defeated.

Definition 4 An argumentAi for q is directly defeated iff there exists an argumentB
for q̄ such that:

1. ∃r2 : q̄ ← w1 ∧ w2 ∧ ... ∧ wn such thatr2 ∈ B andr2 Â r1, wherer1 : q ← s
andr1 ∈ A1

2. All sub-argumentsBi of B (Bi ⊂ B) are justifying arguments.
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Definition 5 An argument A for p isplausibleiff A has no defeating counterargument
B.

Definition 6 An argument A for p isjustifying iff A has no plausible counter argument
B.

3 Computational Model of Design Rationale

3.1 System Design Evaluation

Design is an iterative process of synthesis, analysis, and evaluation [2]. Most critical
decision-making in a design process happens during or after the evaluation phase of
each iteration, before moving on to the next iteration. In this respect, it is crucial to
consider the evaluative aspect of a design process when one tries to capture design
rationale.

For modeling the evaluative aspect of a design process, we draw upon the concept
of system design evaluation in systems engineering. [3] Figure 1 depicts the design
process model identified in this study. In this model,requirementsfor the system to
be designed and thesystem configurations(or design options) corresponding to those
requirements are assumed to be given. Analyzing requirements allows the derivation
of design criteriaagainst which design options are to be evaluated. Design options
are not usually directly comparable to design criteria. Instead,Technical Performance
Measures (TPM)or Design Dependent Parametersof each design option, have to be
obtained through analysis, simulation, testing, or any other necessary means. Once the
relevant design criteria and the TPMs are collected, the design options are evaluated.
Based on the results of evaluation, decisions are made regarding what must be done in
the next iteration.

3.2 Argumentative Design Rationale Framework

Argumentative Design Rationale Framework (ADRF) represents the design process
model described above, in terms of the argumentation framework presented in Section
2.

An argumentative design rationale frameworkF is a tuple,

F = 〈O, E,M, V, DC, J,C〉 (2)

where O, M, DC, and C are sets of literals, while E, V, and J are sets of rules. Each
elementoi ∈ O represents a design option. M consists of literals representing TPMs
{mj} such thatmj(oi, X) gives the valueX of the TPMmj for the design optionoi.
Elements ofDC = {dcj} are literals representing design criteria such thatdcj(oi, X)
gives the valueX of the design criteriadcj for the design optionoi. C is a set of literals
{pro(X),¬pro(X)} representing claims either favoring or rejecting design options.

E is a set of rules representing anevidencefor a design option taking a particular
value in a certain TPM. An evidence rule takes the form of

ei : mj(ok, xl) (3)
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Figure 1: A design process model based on system design evaluation.

meaning there is evidenceei that design optionok has a value ofxl for the TPMmj .
V is a set of rules representing anevaluationfor a design option taking a particular

value in a certain design criteria.

vi : dcj(ok, xl) ← fi(M,O) (4)

Here,f is a formula including TPMs for design options O. The form of an evaluation
rule indicates that the value for a design option is dependent on the values of TPMs.

Finally, J is a set of rules representingjudgmentson design options based on the
value of design criteria. Judgment rules take the following form,

ji : cj(ok, xl) ← gi(DC, O) (5)

whereg is a formula containing design criteria DC for design options O.

4 Preliminary Experiment

As a preliminary experiment, we have written a design rationale based on ADRF in
NHL (New HELIC-II Language) [11] and applied the argument generation capability
of the New HELIC-II legal reasoning system. The purpose of the experiment was
to confirm that a design rationale, albeit a simple one, could be represented with the
proposed framework, and that reasoning upon it is possible.

4.1 Design Rationale Example: Star Tracker Design

We take an example from the design of a star tracker as material for describing design
rationale. A star tracker is a device to determine the orientation of a satellite in the
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celestial sphere by looking at celestial bodies. A parameter that has to be determined
in designing a star tracker is the field-of-view (FOV), the angle in the object space over
which objects (celestial bodies in the case of star trackers) are recorded on the imaging
sensor.

We introduce two design criteria that are affected by FOV: the identifiability of
views and the pointing accuracy of the orientation. Identifiability of the view is how
well one can identify the position of a view in the celestial sphere. We adopt as the
TPM of identifiability the probability that the star tracker can determine the position
in the celestial sphere at which the view was taken, given an arbitrary view. We refer
to this TPM as “coverage”. By extracting relative positions of the celestial bodies in
the image and comparing them to the catalog it has, the star tracker is able to identify
the position of the image in the celestial sphere. The celestial bodies and their relative
positions are clues for identifying the view; therefore, as the number of celestial bodies
in the image increases, the identification task becomes easier.

As for pointing accuracy, attitude determination error is usually used as its TPM.
However, since the final performance in error determination depends on many factors
other than FOV, it is not easy to relate FOV directly to the attitude determination error.
Instead, for pointing error in this example we use the resolution of the view (i.e., the
number of image sensor’s pixels per unit area in the view) as the TPM. The wider the
FOV, the lower the resolution; the narrower the FOV, the higher the resolution.

In terms of FOV, the trade-off relation between the two design criteria is clear.
Increasing the FOV results in better identifiability but sacrifices pointing accuracy. De-
creasing the FOV results in better pointing accuracy but compromises identifiability.

4.2 Describing Design Rationale in NHL

NHL is a knowledge representation language for the New HELIC-II legal reasoning
system [11]. NHL is based on inheritance-based logic programming language LO-
GIN, [1] and has additional capabilities such as negation-as-failure (NAF), defeasible
reasoning (based on the framework reviewed in Section 2), and case-based reasoning.
The knowledge base for New HELIC-II consists of three types of knowledge: types,
rules, and partial orders.

Figures 2 and 3 present the design rationale of the star tracker design discussed
in the previous section, described in NHL. Figure 2 presents the rule definition de-
scribing the design rationale for a star tracker design. Rulesanalysis 1 through
analysis 4 are evidence rules providing TPM values for each design option. Rules
design criteria 1 anddesign criteria 2 are evaluation rules giving val-
ues for design criteria,coverage requirement andaccuracy requirement .

Figure 3 defines preference relations between units, which are sets of rules. Five
units and two standpoints are defined. Standpoints indicate which design criteria have
more importance. Standpointweigh coverage defines preference relations so that
rules concerningcoverage requirement are preferred, while inweigh accuracy ,
preferences are set so that the rules concerningaccuracy requirement are pre-
ferred.
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&define_RBR_rule.

{

% Judgements

decision_1:: select(object=X/stt)

<- satisfy(agent=X, object=coverage_requirement),

satisfy(agent=X, object=accuracy_requirement).

decision_2:: select(object=X/stt)

<- satisfy(agent=X, object=coverage_requirement).

decision_3:: select(object=X/stt)

<- satisfy(agent=X, object=accuracy_requirement).

decision_4:: -select(object=X/stt)

<- not satisfy(agent=X, object=coverage_requirement).

decision_5:: -select(object=X/stt)

<- not satisfy(agent=X, object=accuracy_requirement).

% Design Criteria

design_criteria_1:: satisfy(agent=X, object=coverage_requirement)

<- derive(agent=X/configuration, object=Y/stt_tpm[coverage=>[98..100]]).

design_criteria_2:: satisfy(agent=X, object=accuracy_requirement)

<- derive(agent=X/configuration, object=Y/stt_tpm[resolution=>[80..9999]]).

% Analysis (Evidences)

analysis_1:: derive(agent=c1, object=stt_tpm[coverage=>80, resolution=>200]).

analysis_2:: derive(agent=c2, object=stt_tpm[coverage=>90, resolution=>100]).

analysis_3:: derive(agent=c3, object=stt_tpm[coverage=>99, resolution=>67]).

analysis_4:: derive(agent=c4, object=stt_tpm[coverage=>98, resolution=>80]).

}

Figure 2: Rule definition for design rationale.

% Definition of units

&define_unit.

satisfy_both := {decision_1}.

satisfy_coverage := {decision_2}.

satisfy_accuracy := {decision_3}.

not_satisfy_coverage := {decision_4}.

not_satisfy_accuracy := {decision_5}.

% Definition of standpoints

&define_standpoint.

weigh_coverage := {

not_satisfy_accuracy < satisfy_coverage,

satisfy_accuracy < not_satisfy_coverage

}.

weigh_accuracy := {

satisfy_coverage < not_satisfy_accuracy,

not_satisfy_coverage < satisfy_accuracy

}.

Figure 3: Definition of partial order relations for rule preferences.
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No X Top Rule No Standpoint weigh coverage weigh accuracy
A1 c1 decision3 P D J
A2 c2 decision3 P D J
A3 c3 decision2 P J D
A4 c4 decision1 J J J
A5 c4 decision2 J J J
A6 c4 decision3 J J J

Table 1: The arguments with the consequence ofselect(object=X) , and their
evaluation for different standpoints, generated by New HELIC-II from the rules defined
in Figures 2 and 3. P, D, and J indicate that the argument is either plausible, defeated,
or justified.

4.3 Experiment: Argument Generation

We applied the argument generation capability of New HELIC-II to the rule set de-
scribed in the previous section. We had the system generate arguments with the conse-
quence ofselect(object=X) , and the evaluation of each argument (i.e.,plausible,
defeated, or justified) described in Section 2.

Table 1 presents the results. X indicates which design option the argument supports.
Top Rule is the rule that directly derives the consequenceselect(obj=X) . The
remaining columns reflect the evaluation of the arguments according to the standpoints.
The column entitled “No Standpoint” shows the results when no standpoints are applied
(i.e., no preferences are imposed between any rules). The columns “weighcoverage”
and “weightaccuracy” are the results when standpoints defined as in Fig. 3 are applied.

Before discussing the results, first we look at the characteristics of each design
option in terms of TPMs and design criteria.c1 andc2 scoresatisfyfor accuracy
design criteria, while failing in coverage design criteria.c3 getssatisfyfor coverage
design criteria, although it fails in accuracy design criteria.c4 getssatisfyfor both
design criteria.

These characteristics are apparent in Table 1. In all cases, arguments supportingc4
are always valuedjustified. There is no counterargument for them, as counterarguments
could be valid only when the design option does not qualify for either of the design
criteria, where either ruledecision 4 or decision 5 becomes valid. In the case
of “weigh coverage,” arguments forc1 (A1) andc2 (A2) are defeated because they do
not qualify for the coverage design criteria, while the argument forc3 (A3) is justified
even though it does notsatisfythe accuracy design criteria. The opposite results are
obtained in the case of “weightaccuracy.”

5 Discussion and Related Work

The example presented in this paper is rather simple, and we have to admit that the
scalability of the proposed framework is open to question. The difficulties in applying
the framework to real-world problems will probably arise from the organization and
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maintenance of those models which consisute the argumentation structure; i.e. rep-
resentation of design options, TPMs, design criteria. For the rules to be universal, it
is desirable to have generic representation of those models, i.e. allowing variables or
composite structures. However, aiming at the full-blown formal system from the begin-
ning is not feasible, nor is it our primary interest. Instead, our purpose is to demonstrate
the feasibility of representing design rationale in formal argumentation framework, and
to support design reasoning. With this in mind, our plan is to represent design options
as simple propositions, instead of formula with predicate symbols and variables.

There are several semi-formal argumentative design rationale representations pro-
posed and studied in the literature. IBIS was proposed by Kunz and Rittel [8] as an
argumentative problem solving model for decision-making in a complex problem set-
ting with multiple stakeholders involved. Various software tools have been developed
based on IBIS: gIBIS for capturing design rationale [5, 6] or HERMES for supporting
decision-making [7]. QOC was proposed by MacLean et al. [9] as a semiformal no-
tation for design rationale. It was introduced to be used in a style of analysis called
Design Space Analysis, in which one considers possible alternative designs of an arti-
fact and understands the artifact in terms of its relationship to the alternative designs.
The proposed framework differs from these representation in that it assumes a design
process model. It is retrofitted to the engineering design, and provides a context for the
user, which we believe is an important aspect for the usability of the method.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a computational model of design rationale based on
a formal argumentation framework. We have implemented a design rationale of a star
tracker design with the legal reasoning system New HELIC-II. We also demonstrated
that the proposed model is capable of representing a trade-off relation, and that argu-
ments for design decisions can be evaluated according to the standpoints.

We obtained promising results in terms of feasibility of computationally modeling
design rationale and the ability to provide reasoning services. However, our initial mo-
tivation was to tackle the capture bottleneck problem, and by no means can we expect
the engineers to write a rule set like the one we have presented in this paper. Thus,
the next step for this study will be to develop a user interface for helping engineers or
designers construct models without manually writing the rules.
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